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Club Meetings
September 2017
7th

Colne Housing Sara Thakker

VoT

Bill Frame

14th

Colchester Bridge Club Vicky Potter

VoT

David Priest

21st

Day in the Life of a
Forensic Scientist - David
Pryor

VoT

Trevor Hunnaball

28th

Business Meeting /FB

OoR

Julia Harding
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October 2017
5th

TBA

12th

Help for Heroes - A personal
journey. Mike Jackson

19th

My Life - Robin Smith Part II

26th

Business Meeting /FB

OoR
TBA. Check Nick’s weekly
Newsletter for up to date details.

!
In this issue: President’s
Ramblings, Getting to
Know You David Priest,
Caption Corner, New
members evening, Gus on
hols, Wembley or bust,
Age Concern, Club
Archives, Property
Market Update, Essex
Wildlife
Tr u s t ,
Freewheelers and more!

Artist in Residence!
Our thanks go to John Parsonson for sending us this beautiful
painting. Forum members are a talented bunch!
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!
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!New Arrivals!
Congratulations
to David Priest
on the arrival of
his new greatgranddaughter
Rose CarolAnn. !

!!

Also to Dominic
& Erin on their
first baby Orla
Maisie. !

!

!
Editors: Jo Portway

PRESIDENT’S RAMBLINGS

EDITORIAL
& Colin Bennett

!I believe

an editorial
should give helpful
direction to the reader
blended with perhaps
some food for thought.
We all know what the
Rotary movement seeks
to achieve - we recite
the objects every month.
That does not mean we
always carry those
worthwhile objectives
with us. So it serves a
cause to bring to mind
that we should seek to :"ENCOURAGE AND
FOSTER THE IDEAL
O F S E RV I C E I N
EACH ROTARIAN'S
COMMUNITY LIFE.
So that is the food for
thought. The direction
leads to page 11 which I
ask you to read.

!With the terrible events

Doesn’t a month pass quickly? The editorial edict
has again been issued by Jo and it’s back to
rambling for me.
It’s been a quiet month at Forum Rotary
(apologies to Garrison Keillor*) but moments of
pleasure keep popping up.
I was delighted the
We m b l e y t r i p
(suggested by
Philippa and
largely
organised by Alan)
went so well and I
think was enjoyed
even by the few non-footie fans who came
along.
Only 10 days later I was in the same room at
Wembley on a case. The allocation of cases
by the FA Regulatory Department, whose top
man spoke to us at Wembley, is very
haphazard but its always a wonder to me to
be working in a Box such as the one in which
we were addressed.
Our speakers have been excellent (as they usually are) and thanks to
Andrew for this. A particular highlight was the talk by our very own Robin
Smith – he has more to tell so with luck you won’t have to hear from the
President.
As you all know, we are trying for a three month trial period to deal with
announcements during the meal to preserve time for the speakers, some of
whom will have travelled some distance and all of whom are giving their
time freely. However, the announcements are often in conflict with plates
and cutlery and conversation. Frankly, I am not sure what the answer is but
it is obviously something for further discussion. In the meantime, I urge
you to be as quiet as possible during the announcements.

in Manchester and the
Grenfell fire in London,
we have, almost as an
emotional knee-jerk,
sent Rotary funds to
help. Good intentions,
Peter
but money does not *(a mid-west American broadcaster and author who always started his broadcasts
n e c e s s a r i l y e a s e with “It’s been another quiet week in Lake Wobegon” before giving a delightful
suffering and in these broadcast about the low key events of a fictional Midwest small town of that name)
cases, the overwhelming
countrywide monetary
donations are likely be
DIARY DATES:
a long term cause of
dissent and conflict.

!

!Our help, physical and

m o n e t a r y, c a n b e
effectively used in a
local charity that does
tremendously good
work and which without
that support, may cease
to exist. Read on - on
page 11. Thank you.
Colin

17th September - Old Nags Folly. Race down the High Street.
22nd September - 13.00 - 24th September - 13.00 - District 1240 Conference at
the Norton Park Hotel, Winchester
28th September - 18.30 - 20.00 Council at The Rose & Crown Hotel
29th September - 16.00 - Mon 2nd October - 10.00 Forum at Arundel
14th October
- 19.30-23.30 Dance in aid of End Polio Now, Moot Hall,
3rd November
17th December
21 April 2018
6 May 2018
8-10 June 2018

!
!

Colchester
- Thomas Lord Audley, Mock Job Interviews

- Royal Albert Hall, Jingle Bells matinee, Contact Alan Tindall
- Danbury RYLA heat Mid & North Essex
- Thurrock RYLA heat South Essex
- Danbury RYLA final

GETTING TO KNOW YOU …. David Priest
You might ask why I was born in a
hospital for unmarried mothers?
Moreover it was in the same bed, in
the same ward in the same hospital
for unmarried mothers that my
brother was born some three years
earlier. My mother had in fact been
married a couple of years before my
brother’s birth. She was a trained
midwife working in the Salvation
A r m y ’s “ M o t h e r s ’ H o s p i t a l ”
London – for unmarried mothers.
At that time the family lived in
Finchley, north London. We moved
to Benfleet
when I was two years old. So I
started my education in South
Benfleet Primary School. We
lived here until I was eight
years old. Then, as a result of
his war service my father died.
In those
days in the
absence of
benefits,
my mother
returned to
midwifery in order to bring up her
boys. She took a job as a district
midwife in Southend to where we
moved
It was at the Prince Avenue Junior
School that I took the “11 Plus”.
From here I scraped in a place at the
We s t c l i f f
High School for Boys grammar
school. It was there that I
discovered that I was more
interested in physics and maths
leading to engineering. From
there I went to the Southend
Technical College and obtained
an Ordinary National Diploma.
I also had an interest in aircraft
and the OND qualified me for a
Graduate Apprenticeship at
Vickers Armstrongs Aircraft
Limited
at
Weybridge, Surrey
(eventually British
A i r c r a f t
Corporation and
now BAE Systems).
Here there were
12,000 employees
and 600 apprentices
making Viscount,
Vanguard and VC10
aircraft as well as
Valliant bombers. In my final year I won a trophy as
“Apprentice of the Year” presented by Lord Weeks. I
became a Chartered Engineer after qualifying at
Kingston University.

!

Carol and I were
married in May 1959.
She moved to
Weybridge and worked
as the PA to an MD of a
design equipment firm.
In 1961 our first child,
Christopher was born.
At that time Freddie
Laker was looking for
experienced airframe
designers to modify his
car-carrying Vickers
VC10. Coming from
Vickers and I got the
job. We returned to
Westcliff-on-sea.
Later, and because the aircraft industry was shrinking I
moved to Standard telephones where the advent of
transistors and solid state devices were creating growth.
This was a subsidiary of the giant American ITT
Corporation. I enjoyed management training and
advancement leading to my first MD job running
Barking Grohe, a water fitting company in Barking.
Then I was moved to be MD at ITT Jabsco, a pump
company in Hoddesdon. From here I was head-hunted to
run Woods.
Although I started with
Woods in June 1983, we
did not move house to
Colchester until
September 1984. The
Woods MD job involved
a lot of networking. We
had a strong relationship
with the Philip Morant
School whom Woods
sponsored technically.
David Jones encouraged me to join the Forum club
where I became a member in July 1986.
Among the reasons for joining Rotary was the
opportunity influence favourably projects for the good of
local schools, the local community and beyond. In
addition it opened up a new circle of friends, not just for
me but also for Carol. Internationally it must be the
Rotary Polio Plus campaign that has had the greatest
impact on the world that is now on the point of being
polio free. In my first year I was asked to raise £5k for
Polio Plus – and achieved £6k. The cost of immunisation
was then 121/2 p, so that 10 children would cost £1.25.
Some local companies gave £75 covering 600
immunisations. But that is not to underestimate the work
to provide clean water in developing countries where the
Forum Walk contributed so much to Water Aid.
Probably the best thing our Club has done locally is the
extensive programme of school activities which
undoubtedly assist the student’ development. And if
Rotary had money unlimited there are similar projects –
wiping out Malaria – that would so benefit developing
countries. Rotary is the world’s most significant service
organisation and unlimited money would help Rotary
achieve world peace and understanding. We also all
enjoy Rotary

!

Looking back on life and being fatherless from the age
of eight it is probably my Mother who influenced me
most. She was a practising Christian and managed to
implant those values. But if I could meet some people
from history it might be Leonardo da Vinci, Darwin,
Einstein, and Shakespeare. All of these have had a
profound influence on the world.
One of the
proudest moments
was the award of
an Honorary
Doctorate from
Essex University
for my voluntary
work
in
education?
If I was asked
about
my
philosophy in life,
With Carol and son Christopher
it is characterised
by the poem “it

couldn’t be done by Edgar
Albert Guest the shorter
version of which reads:
Somebody said that it couldn’t
be done
But he with a chuckle replied
That maybe it couldn’t but he
would be one
Who wouldn’t say so ‘till he
tried.
So he buckled right in
With a trace of a grin
On his face, if he worried he
hid it.
And he started to sing as he
tackled the thing
At a Royal Garden Party
That couldn’t be done – and
he did it.

!I’d like to be remembered for this, and as an
!

honest, sincere family man who enjoyed life and
cared for others.

The Club’s Archives - followed by New York New York by David London
In the minutes of the last Club Service meeting – which I’m sure you read avidly – you will notice a bit
about the Archives. I’ve been asked to write for Obiter Dicta an appeal for any members who have
suitable material – which they no longer want to retain – to contact me before I in turn send our archives
for storage at Chelmsford. Like me there will be certain “things” you want to keep for your family to
look briefly at before dumping them. And this is the problem, one way or another we all face. With the
exception of our youngest members I am sure we have all had to do this type of sorting for parents/
aunts/uncles etc. and it is both depressing and at times very difficult. If there are Rotary “bits” you no
longer wish to keep could you please let me have them before the 30th September. Do not please arrive
at lunch with boxes of bits(!) but contact me and we will arrange a mutually convenient time.
Knowing this idea was going to take place I’ve been going through my boxes. One item that amused me
was a board I circulated in the summer of 1998 for a proposed visit to New York for the Christmas
lights! In those days special charter fares had to include a Saturday night, so allowing an overnight flight
back this meant five nights away. Remember a lot of our members were still working lads so this would
have to come from their holiday quota.
I circulated a board for reaction, quoting a figure for airfare,
transfers, hotel and taxes of £650. Insurance would be up to the
individual. The flight, from Stansted, would be with El Al, which
could have meant the on board meals would have been
interesting! I had looked at this idea the year before when the
hotel was £53 per person per night, by 1998 this had risen to £86!
Single rooms would be more. The exchange rate at the time was
£1 to $1.66. I mentioned a specific date for the trip and of the
current membership the following indicated an interest: Aldir,
Brown, Hunnaball, Jones D, Parsonson, Thorp and Tindall. There
were other names but sadly five of them are no longer with us.
At that time I was using Thomas Cook for my travels and seeing
potential future business they offered, by cutting out the city tour, a special deal of £564. It came to
crunch time when I asked for a £100 deposit to go ahead, suddenly....... well you can guess the rest and I
was very happy when Alan T took on the role of outings organiser. We had done the visit with former
member Robert Putt & Sandra in 1996 and were to do it with Trevor and Mel in 2008 but that’s it folks,
perhaps Alan likes the idea!

!
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VISIT TO WEMBLEY - 2nd August by Bill Ward

!!
!!

Which one is Compo?

!!
!!

Alan
had
It’s all too much for some of us …
arranged another
one of his Tindall’s
Tours visits, this time to see the new Wembley
Stadium. 29 members of Forum with families and
friends set off in the early morning to park our cars
at the Colchester Institute and board the coach which
would take us to Wembley. Alan had allowed plenty
of time for us to get there for the start of our timed
tour, so inevitably we travelled quickly and smoothly
round the M25 and arrived with an hour and a half to
spare. While we waited, the alternatives on offer
were to go shopping or to stop and have a coffee.
Most settled for the coffee.
Tony - dreaming!
Our guide for the tour was a most knowledgeable
and enthusiastic young man and it was with some
surprise that when Marilyn asked him how long he
had been doing the job he replied “one month.” We saw
Group shot in front of my hero the statue of Bobby Moore at the entrance and then went
Bobby Moore
into the stadium to have our ID checks before seeing the dining rooms and then the
dressing rooms. In the dressing
rooms there were the shirts of all the England team members hung in
their places. This led to a considerable delay whilst everyone had their
photo taken in front of the shirt of their favourite player but eventually
we were all lined up to pass through the tunnel onto the pitch. This
certainly gave a real feeling of what it
must be like to be a player and emerge
from the tunnel into the crowded
stadium. The seating gives everyone
more leg-room than was available in the
Royal Box in the old Wembley Stadium.
The actual seats vary with plastic seats
for the majority, covered with tailored
cushions for the team benches and
padded seats in the Royal Box. Here we
An unusual panel of experts!
were all seated for an exposition about some of the
features of the ground with its roof that can be closed
to protect the spectators but not the pitch. We could see
the playing pitch being prepared for a match with large mobile frames carrying bright lights to
help the grass to grow more rapidly after a recent concert.
We then went inside to hear an extremely
fascinating talk by Mark Ives, Head of Judicial
Looking for the women’s football team Services at the Football Association. He runs all the Ray with Alf Ramsey
disciplinary services of the FA with the aid of a
team which includes our club President Peter Powell. He told us of the way in
which the FA had changed the disciplinary processes to make them more open and
told us that all decisions are now published on-line with the reasons for the
decision also given. He told us of his early career as a football referee which had
given him an important insight into the problems of both players and officials and
gave numerous named examples of decisions. He started these with the shot of the
final England goal in the 1966 World Cup Final hitting the underside of the bar
and bouncing just inside (or not) of the goal line. The famous cross-bar is on
display just inside the entrance to the stadium. After 50 years there is still
argument about the referee’s decision. He invited lots of questions and was
bombarded with many from our enthusiastic football fans. In response to a
question about adopting the rugby idea of a ten-minute sin-bin after yellow cards,
he replied that this was already being trialled in a lower league. He was most
warmly thanked for an absolutely first class presentation.

PROPERTY MARKET UPDATE - Lewis Chambers, Fenn Wright !
Meeting Report of 3rd August 2017!

!Lewis Chambers is a Partner at Fenn Wright and

has been with them from January 1998 – present in
Colchester. His role is working in Commercial
Agency and Valuation teams across Fenn Wright's
Ipswich, Colchester and Chelmsford offices. He
said they represent local, regional and national
occupiers and owners. He stated there are no dull
moments in his role and finds it particularly
rewarding to share what experience he has with
their graduates and younger team members, and
through their graduate training program watch them
develop and thrive.
He believed “We are experiencing very strong
demand for good quality and well-located industrial
premises in both Essex and Suffolk,” and “the
shortage of good specification accommodation is
proving problematic for some businesses who are
unable to identify new premises for expansion. If
this trend continues it seems inevitable that we will
at last experience some upward pressure on rental
values, which will be a welcome
change in market sentiment for
landlords”.
The British property market barely
had chance to catch its breath
following the Brexit vote, before
Theresa May called a snap election
and subsequently lost her majority in
the Commons and the latest data
from the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS) suggests
that both Brexit and the election have
had an impact on the property
market. This impact has been felt in
East Anglia, with Fenn Wright seeing
a slow, but visible, shift in market
patterns since 8th June.
Fenn Wright’s website says: “We
expect a resurgence of demand from September to
November but if it fails to materialise then it might
confirm a change of mood from a straight sellers’
market to a more neutral / buyers’ market.”
Lewis said that they are finding the market stable
with some areas showing an increase on last year’s
figures.
The demand at the ‘lower level’ of residential is
strong with a growing momentum despite Brexit,
etc. In fact the growth over a certain period has
been in excess of any uplift they would expect.
Stamp duty from 1 April 2016 has made some
differences too. It weighs heavily against second
home buyers.
There has been some lethargy at the higher end of
the market and at times it has been challenging to

sell properties, especially if they are listed
properties (with possible high maintenance
charges). Some of the highest properties have
dropped their prices significantly since a couple of
years ago.
He went on to explain the changes in the commercial
areas - including details of some, perhaps, unlawful
change of use from retail to residential. There has also
been a ‘flush of change’ from offices to residential
although there has been some growth on office
requirements.
Industrial and warehousing has been stronger than
office with a ‘stampede’ in some areas.
Revaluation of properties (from 1st April) has shown
a significant reduction in business rates for most
adjusting back to where is should be (since the 2010
over assessment).
In the licensed section properties are valued on
profits and receipts (R.V. 50p in the £1) and has
gone up accordingly with some facing 50%
increase. Of course valuation can be challenged and
Lewis went on to explain ‘blunting’.
If the ratepayer cannot prove (over
and above) that the rateable value is
incorrect it gets stopped in its
tracks and he believes there isn’t a
fair crack on appeals.
When asked if the residential rise in
prices is sustainable, Lewis said the
‘correction’ in prices is already
taking effect (especially in large
cities)
He was also asked about interest
rates and the substantial increase to
repayments when rates eventually
rise. Lewis said supply will prop up
the increase although he has fears
for what might happen in the
future.
He was then questioned about properties in the
town centre (charity shops etc) and he explained
that the ‘core’ of the centre is fine but that the outer
areas are difficult to say the least.
He was asked why CBC does not build more
bungalows as these will be needed more and more
in the future. Lewis replied that it is not down to
CBC but rather the developers who can get more
bucks for their money if they build higher.
Louis Thorp gave a warm vote of thanks detailing
the long time he worked with Lewis (10 years) and
not once did they cross words. He says Lewis is a
very wise and knowledgeable person who is also a
good auctioneer. He thanked him for a very good
talk.
Jo Portway

!
Let me entertain
you …..
Colin plays piano regularly
for the Barchester Group
care homes to entertain the
folks. This unselfish act has
earned him a 2017 Award
and he will soon be popping
off to Manchester, all
expenses paid, to collect the
award. Can’t wait to see it.
We l l d o n e
Colin!

!

Table for Africa!
President Peter’s ‘Table for
Africa’ raised £210. And a good
time was had by all!

!
GUS IN THE CANADIAN ROCKIES with Jenny & Mike Aldir

Hey, this glacier is
spectacular - it is a
bit chilly though,
glad I have my fur to
keep me warm!

!
Wow, the mighty Hubbard
Glacier, what a fantastic sight.

This is exciting, a flight
in a float plane over
Vancouver

At last! - I
have found
uncle Bruno

After so much
excitement I
need a drink !!

This bear is having all the fun! Many thanks to
Jenny & Mike for a super set of pictures.

!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!

Open Evening for New Members by Louis Thorp
The continuing process of attracting new members into Rotary is the
‘life blood’ of the organisation and indeed is also for our own Club.
Three years ago, we had 53 members and due to the death of five
members and a couple of members retiring, we are now down to 47. We
have, over the last few years, adopted a positive attitude to attracting
new members, although unfortunately, over the last twelve months we
have only gained one. We should try to maintain a number in the midfifties as a minimum for our Club and to this end we should aim at an
increase of 10% per annum, so as to take account of any further loss of
members.
Having said all this, it is important that the momentum in finding new
members is maintained, therefore I ask you all, old and new, to provide
me with the name and address (preferably their email or home address)
of people you think would make good Rotarians and would enjoy the fellowship of the Club. In
addition, any prospective member should ideally be in business (or very recently retired) hold, or
have held, a responsible position within their workplace and considered to be in sympathy with the
Objects of Rotary. Our Club should reflect the diversity of our community and in particular, we
should consider female candidates, so as to increase their numbers in our club, beyond the existing
10%! Because of the very fact that our newer members are younger and still in the working
environment, perhaps I could ask them to give special thought to those business acquaintances who
work in the area, so as to provide me with the names of likely applicants, who are of similar age or
disposition as themselves.
We have a ‘New Members Open Evening’ planned for the 30th October, so I cannot stress how
important it is that all our members should provide a minimum of at least one name. I would
like to thank you all in advance for your help in maintaining this initiative and please email me the
relevant information on louis.thorp@talk21.com as soon as you can.

!
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Caption Corner

Invitations are extended to members to provide OD with your captions for these pictures ……

Meeting Report: 10th August - Robin Smith. A Barrister’s Clerk

!Our newest member, Robin Smith, gave us the talk

today on his job as a Barrister’s Clerk. He said he
wasn’t used to talking in public but managed to
give us a very clear view of his work and in fact
has been invited back to do a part II.
Essentially a barristers' clerk
is a manager and
administrator in a set of
barristers' chambers. There
are about 1,200 barristers'
clerks in England and Wales
and around 350 are senior
clerks. A group of 20
barristers normally employs
one senior clerk and one or
two junior clerks. More than
half the clerks work in
London, mainly in and
around the four Inns of
Court, with the remainder
being in other large towns and cities. In the UK, the
profession is regulated by the Institute of Barristers'
Clerks. Barristers employ clerks to organise their
bookings and provide messaging, telephone and
accounting services. The clerks have detailed
knowledge about the barristers on their list. They
provide solicitors and others with information
about the availability of barristers and advise on the
choice of barrister.
The typical activities of a barrister’s clerk include:
managing their barristers' time through diary
management (e.g. when they have to be in court);
clerks negotiate their fees; and clerks advise them
on how their careers should be structured (e.g. what
kind of law to specialise in, or when to become a
Queen's Counsel). They may receive a percentage
of the barristers' fees for this work. The role is
integral to the success of a set of chambers as a
business and as a practice. Barristers' clerks must
obviously be familiar with court procedures and
etiquette and have to develop an expertise in the
branch of law undertaken by their chambers. In
addition they are required to have a combination of
commercial acumen, legal knowledge and strong
interpersonal skills.
As a junior clerk Robin would have been expected
to change Chambers every couple of years.
Generally a junior barristers' clerk acts as an
assistant to other senior and more experienced staff,
increasingly assuming more responsibility over a
period of time, including the allocation of briefs
and negotiation of fees.
Born in London (and most importantly supports
West Ham) Robin told us he was 1 of 7 children
and has a twin called Christopher. He went to
grammar school, loves football and wanted to join
the air force or become a footballer. Initially he was

in the air cadets and the CO liked his football
talents very much and so he got promoted rapidly!
However, after being badly injured in a football
match - both legs broken - gone was the idea of
football as a career.
He got a commission for the air force
but needed to find a job before the
time came for him to join. He got a job
in a solicitor's office in Temple Inns
and was offered the opportunity to do
Articles but didn't want to do the
studying. He was happy to be a clerk
and follow that path. He discover the
senior clerk runs the chambers and is
in a strong, persuasive position. The
time when this was happening was in
the 60's and Robin regaled us with
stories of divorce cases and celebrity
clients.
The cases he saw were many and
varied including spy cases and as he was still only
in his early 20's everything was an eye opener!
Robin gave us a detailed account of the wok of a
junior clerk from lighting and stoking the fire (very
Dickensian) working in a small room looking after
20 members. The senior clerks are now known as
Chamber's Directors.
He left the Chambers in London and was offered a
post of first clerk in Colchester working for John
Turner who later became County Court judge.
His typical duties included: negotiating and
agreeing fees for cases, appropriately allocating
cases to barristers, taking into account experience,
availability, skills and specialisms, planning
barristers’ workloads, negotiating and agreeing a
timetable of required work, managing financial
accounts, organising case fees collection,
undertaking relevant research, carrying out
administrative and business management activities,
keeping up-to-date with legal developments,
particularly in specialist areas, liaising with
solicitors and the Crown Prosecution Service,
providing the client’s solicitor with information
about progress or possible delays in cases,
organising meetings between clients, barristers and
instructing solicitors. So by virtue of barristers’
busy schedules, the work of a barristers’ clerk can
be demanding with long hours, heavy workloads
and tight deadlines to match.
Time ran out on Robin's talk and so we are pleased
to say he will return to give us part II another time.
Alan Rustage gave the vote of thanks saying
Robin's talk was fascinating, especially the bits
about the police! (AR was a policeman) and
thanked him for entertaining us enormously.
Jo Portway

!
Meeting report 17th AUGUST - JOHN HALL MBE – Essex Wildlife Trust

!John brought to us his considerable experience and expertise in our local wildlife, for which he was awarded his
MBE in 2015.
He started work for the trust in 1987 and has seen it grow to the
impressive organisation it is today, with 144 staff and over 2000
volunteers, owning around 3000 acres and overseeing 8000 acres in
all. His start coincided with the aftermath of the October hurricane
which left the devastation of flattened trees and widespread damage.
This interesting insight into the workings of the trust were brilliantly
illustrated with slides and as an entertaining and thought provoking
quiz, we were asked to identify the names of some species shown on
the screen.
The division of wildlife is split under the following headings:COAST
Our coastline is internationally
recognised for it importance to
wildlife, with its marshes and diversity attracting a wide range of species. The
replacement of marshes from farmland at Abbots Hall has helped the recovery
we have seen in Brent Geese which is ranked as a major success with a
population of around 30,000 regularly flying their 2500 mile migratory route
from Siberia to our coastline. John had us all amused in trying to imitate the call
of the geese which goes something like “doc-adoc-a-doc-a-doc”
WETLANDS HABITAT
Abberton reservoir is a RAMSA site and John was actively involved in the
significant enlargement a few years back, and with the construction of the new
visitor centre. Since the expansion, bird numbers have increased (and the water
supplies to 1.5 million people have been improved). We saw pictures of
Gadwall, Widgeon, Pochard and Bittern which visit the reservoir in large
numbers. Particular note was made of water voles which at one point were
nearly extinct. Their numbers have recovered now which is a major success
story for Essex. The visitor centre was graced with the presence of Sir David Attenborough which underlined its
importance.
WOODLAND (Ancient)
We have the BEST bluebell woods in the whole of Europe. The hurricane, which
seemed a total disaster, served the purpose of naturally coppicing a lot of trees
which is, in fact, good for the long term health of woodland. John told us about
badgers, dormice (sleeps 7 months each year) as well as
butterflies and moths where expertise is needed to convey
these wonders of nature to the visitors.
GRASSLANDS
Some 72% of Essex is today arable farmland. Traditional hedgerows have gone so pressures
have built on the wildlife which used to live side by side with grazing cattle. Yellowhammers
used to be a very common bird but are now very rare. Similarly, Barn Owls are being
carefully nurtured with numbers down to around 400 pairs. Hares and grey partridges are
also under pressure.
MAN-MADE HABITATS
There is an 800 acre landfill site in Thurrock/Stanford-le-Hope which has been converted to
meadows which has been a great attraction for the bee population. John went on to tell us of
the different variety of the English bee population. There is a visitor centre built on 20 metres of rubbish!! Our
Peter Powell was involved in the planning and problems of this development and indeed was mentioned
thankfully by John repeatedly. He went on tell us of the species on their way to possible extinction - sand
martens, turtle doves, for example. Nightjars have already disappeared in Essex. Emerald moths are extinct.
What can we do? John listed a number of shrubs we could plant to encourage endangered wildlife. Cotoneaster
berries are food for waxwings. Blackthorn is the food of the Brimstone butterfly larva. Build a hothouse (for
hedgehogs). Learn what we can do from visiting a wildlife centre (a new one has just been opened at the Naze. )
Most important - inspire grandchildren to ensure our care for nature is passed on.
The quiz results were an exciting climax to the talk. Most of us secured 5 or 6 out of 10, but the clear winner was
the ever knowledgable Bill Ward with a full score of 10 correct answers. Well done Bill!
Peter Hill concluded with a traditional vote of thanks.
Colin Bennett

AGE CONCERN COLCHESTER by Colin Bennett
There may be some Rotary members who might read the heading above and switch off. Please don't.
Please read on.......
It was Tony Dutch who identified the void in our Rotary commitment to our community. We do brilliant
activities for the young but very little for older folk. So tasked with the job of finding out how we can
offer our energy to fill this gap effectively I did some research. I found that older people seeking
assistance, whether from doctors’ surgeries, from the citizens advice bureau or Colchester council are
referred to Age Concern Colchester. Yet this charity has had to seriously downsize and is struggling to
survive with a small band of committed staff and volunteers. Its funding has
been slashed yet its value to the community is considerable. Unlike Age UK
to which it was once affiliated, it gets out to visit those in need. It helps,
from form filling to tribunals to champion those in need. It befriends. It
helps with advice. It secured benefits of around £1.4 million for older folk
last year.
I have been working on the inside as a Trustee for over a year and
recognising the call for help, our Dominic has recently joined as well to
assist with financial reporting.
As an extension of my Rotary commitment, I have arranged the
appointment of a new CEO, Jonathan, who presented to us a few weeks
ago. I am also helping with new premises for functions and to accommodate
the staff and volunteers. As part of his 2 year quest to get the charity
expanded, and standing on its own feet, Jonathan has arranged the 17th
September Auld Nags Folly. He has also at a small cost, prefunded, opened
a pop-up shop in the centre of the town (near Primark next to the Card
Factory opposite Top Man). This generates interest and increases the profile
which are prerequisites to greater public appreciation and funding. I have appealed for volunteers from
Rotary or their wives to go to the shop to see how they can be of help. I have spent two periods there
but at the time of writing, only one other Forum member has been.
So this is a plea for others to help me save a charity which has great value to our community and which
really needs monetary and physical help to survive. Do go to the shop, introduce yourself, enjoy a cup
of tea and a chat, and see how you can make a real difference to the people who use and need this
organisation, which is one of your President’s chosen charities this year.

!

Some facts:
UK Population
There are now 11.8 million people aged 65 or over in the UK. There are now over 15.3 million people in the
UK aged 60 and above. 1.6 million people are aged 85 or over.
There are over half a million people aged 90 and over in the UK. 70% of these are women.
There are 14,570 centenarians in the UK, a 65% increase over the last decade. Of these, an estimated 800 are
aged 105 and over, double that of 2005.
Population projections
The number of people aged 60 or over is expected to pass the 20 million mark by 2030. The number of
people aged 65+ is projected to rise by over 40 per cent (40.77%) in the next 17 years to over 16 million. By
2040, nearly one in four people in the UK (24.2%) will be aged 65 or over.
The percentage of the total population who are over 60 is predicted to rise from 24.2% at present to over
29% in 2035. The number of people over 85 in the UK is predicted to more than double in the next 23 years
to over 3.4 million.
The population over 75 is projected to double in the next 30 years.
Nearly one in five people currently in the UK will live to see their 100th birthday This includes 29% of
people born in 2011.
However, according to the ONS the UK’s population is ageing more slowly than other EU countries,
predicted to be one of the least aged countries in the EU-27 by 2035.
Within the older population
3.64 million people in the UK aged 65+ live alone. This is 32% of all people aged 65+ in the UK. Nearly
70% of these are women. 2 million people over 75 live alone; 1.5 million of these are women.

!

FORUM FREEWHEELERS by Marilyn Ward
Ploughman’s Lunch – 24th August

!Ten Freewheelers turned up at Viv Juniper’s, expecting the usual Ploughman’s
lunch but instead we were treated to two delicious Mary Berry specials. It was
a day when the weather kept
playing tricks on us but
fortunately we were able to sit
outside and enjoy the lovely
surroundings of an immaculate
garden. Viv had decorated the
table with small floral displays in
teacups. (How many of you
remember the speaker introduced
to us by Jenny Pilgrim who
suggested the idea?)
We started with an intriguing
chicken dish topped with crisps and served with
salad. This was followed by a “naughty but nice”
dessert topped with honeycomb. We even had a
cookery-cum-science lesson as to how to prepare
the honeycomb! Sitting at a large round table, discussion were aplenty and ranged
from where to have your lawn mower serviced to the problems of too much sugar
in one’s diet, to where to find items on Sainsbury’s shelves.
A splendid and most enjoyable lunch and a massive “Thank You!” to our hostess
Viv for all her hard work in the outstanding presentation of our lunch.

!!
!

MARY HUGHES
It was with great sadness that we learned of the death of Mary
Hughes. During our Inner Wheel days Mary frequently invited
us to hold our meeting in her lovely home and amused us by
revealing the special hideaway for her
favourite refreshment.
As a Freewheeler Mary again acted as
the perfect hostess and just a few
months ago invited us to a
p l o u g h m a n ’s l u n c h s t a t i n g ,
prophetically, at the time, that this
would be the last one she would hold.
Mary will be much missed but leaves
lots of happy memories, among them
turning up on her bicycle at lunches,
shaming the rest of us who had arrived
by car. Mary didn’t like fuss, didn’t want cards at Christmas and hated having her
photo taken – but she did like this one of her an Kit, taken at Fontainebleau during
a Rotary cycle ride in France.
Our thoughts are with Kit and their family as we remember a unique lady.
Birthdays
Sept 26th - Dawn Frame

!Future Events

!

Sept 29th - Ann Stedman

Oct 6th - Sandra Putt

Thurs 28th September Lunch at The Fox Layer 12.30pm/ Contact Liz Threlfall before Monday 25th
October
TBA by Ann Blaxill
November
TBA by Jill Parsonson
December
TBA by Geraldine Russell

